I. INTRODUCTION Let f(z) be analytic in the upper half plane and map the upper half plane into itself. Then it is known [3, p. If in addition, iyf(iy) = O(1) as 3' -r 00, then it is further known ';3, p. 251 that (1.4 k The second part of formula (1.2) and formula (1.3), while trivial to derive, do not appear in the literature. 355 where dy(t) is another mass distribution related to d#(t) by dy(t) = (1 + te)d#(t) (thus the boundedness condition on f(z) guarantees that a+(t) has a second moment).
This paper is concerned with the analytic continuation of j(z) given by (1.1) or (1.4) into the lower half plane. Such continuation is easily done across any interval (a,b) in which d+(t) or dy(t) has no mass. For inspection of (1.1) or (1.4) shows that in such intervals these formulas define f(z) to be real analytic, so that f(z) may be continued across (~,b) by reflection.
Of more interest is the problem of obtaining non-reflective continuations. In particular, recent work of Dolph and Penzlin [ref. 1, p. 141 shows the desirability of obtaining such continuations of (1.4) in order to study the complex spectra of certain non-self-adjoint operators.
Our principal theorem is the following:
is given by (1.1)) then it can be continued across (a,b) into the lower half plane if and only if #(t) is real analytic in (a,b). If #(t) is real analytic in (n,b) and if #(z) is the analytic extension of #(t) as defined in (a,b), then the continuation of f(z) across (a,b) is given by f(z) = fo + 27czi(l + z")ifY(z).
(1.5)
An immediate corollary of Theorem 1.1 is the following theorem, stated here because of its possible applications in operator theory. 
where o,,(t) is the angle subtended at t by t, + iv and t, t i~f.
It is readily verified that, for fixed f, O,,(t) is a monotone function of y, the type of monotonicity depending on whether or not t E Ltl, t,!. Kate that the value of the integral is equal to -i for z in the lower half plane.
(ii) Let f(z) be that branch of z1j2 which is analytic in the plane \vith the non-positive real axis omitted and maps the positive real axis onto itself. Then it is easily seen that Im f(,~ + iy) tends continuously to as x + iy approaches the real axis from the upper half plane. Hence the mass is restricted to (-oc,O) with d+(t) = jt(1'2 df/(,rc( 1 + t")) there. From where the path of integration C is a rectifiable arc with endpoints x1 and x2, all other points of which lie in the lower half of the complex t-plane. This new integral representation of I,(z) gives an analytic continuation of I,(z) across (x1,x2) into the domain bounded by (x1,x2) and C. Thus f(z) is analytic in (a,b) .
To obtain the continuation formula (1.5), note that f(z) -ni(l +z")$'(z) is real analytic in (a,b) and may be continued across (a,b) by reflection. Thus we have f(z) -ni(1 + z")a#'(z) = fpj + xi(l + z")@(z).
IV.
REMARKS ON CONTINUATION AND SOME EXAMPLES
The continuation formulas (1.5) and (1.6) show that the behavior in the lower half plane of a given continuation of f(z) depends on the analytic function y'(z) = (1 $-z')@(z) defined by the values of I/J(~) in the interval of continuation.
In particular, singularities in the lower half plane of any continuation are singularities of the pertinent y'(z). If two disjoint intervals determine different f(zj, then (1.1) is the restriction to the upper half plane of a branch of a multiple valued analytic function. .4ny common endpoint of two such inter\-als is a branch point.'
.%ny limit point of points on the real axis at which $(t) is not analytic will be a non-isolated singularity of f(z). Thus by taking any 4(t) having jumps at all rational points, we can construct an i(z) having the real axis as a natural boundary.
That poles can occur in the lower half plane can be seen by taking y'(t) = (1 + t*)-". To produce an essential singularity in the lower half plane, we can take y'(f) = exp [-t2 -(1 -P-l!.
\Vc close with some esamples.
(i) Let f(z) be the branch of ZIP considered in example (ii) of the preceding section. In this case there are two possible continuations, corresponding to the positive and the negative real axis.
For the positive real axis, formula (,1.5) yields continuation by reflection. To obtain the continuation /i(z) across the negative real axis, we must obtain a function analytic in the lower half plane and equal to l/n It1 'r/2 fot the negative t. The function i/n f(z) meets the requirements.
Since f(2) = f(z), the continuation formula becomes /i(z) = f(z) -2/(z) = -f(z), corresponding to the fact that continuation across the negative real asis takes us onto the other sheet of the Riemann surface of zlp.
(ii) Let f(z) be the branch of .z'/' considered in example (iii) of the preceding section.
There are two possible continuations, /'i(z) across the positive real axis and f,(z) across the negati\.-e real asis.
Since -if(z) is the branch of zl/* mapping the positive real asis into itself, it is easily seen that f(z) = -f(zj. The analytic function tl'*/.~ continues to the lower half plane as -i/x f(z). Hence /i(z) = -j(zj + I/(z) = f(z), as was to be expected. According to Theorem 1.2, this is the restriction to the upper half plane of an entire function. Indeed, by use of Fourier and Laplace integrals it is easily shown that from which it is easy to verify that the relationship f(z) = f(i) + 2nie-"' given by (1.6) does hold. Note Added in Proof: As for isolated singularities on the real axis, it is easily seen that any poles of f(z) on the real axis must be simple poles. That essential singularities can occur on the real axis is shown by taking dy(t) in (1.4) to be exp (-t2 -t-2) and considering z equal to zero.
